FORTUNE TELLER

Imagine your future, or someone else’s future!

fortune teller works by having the person whose fortune is being told choose a color from the squares labeled on the outer folds.

The operator of the fortune teller then spells out that color by moving the sides in and out in a pinch and pull motion four times as they spell out “B-L-U-E”. After spelling out the color, freeze your hands in whichever position they are in when they land on the last letter.

Four numbers should now be showing when you look inside the paper toy. Have the person whose fortune is being told pick one of these four numbers.
Move the fortune teller that exact number of times, then have the person pick one last number.

Flip the paper over to reveal the fortune that corresponds with the last number they picked.

What You Need

Materials  
8 1/2" x 11" sheet of paper

Tools

- Scissors
- Writing instrument (crayons or markers if you want to get colorful!)

How to video link if needed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAhillTxDUA
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